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A&tract,, A %pace S is Moore-closed iflf it is 8 Moore- space which is a closed ~ubs@ce of
every Moore space including S. In this paper it LV shown that there exist noncompact Moore- 
closed spaces and that Mocw-closed spaces can lbe characterized asbeing semicom$iete li?: a 
very strong sense. Related characterizations of compactness are @ven. Some of these results 
establis’l~ strong similarities ijnd distinctions among Moose spaces, metric spaces and ~paars 
having at base of countable o:*des. The notions af centered base and complete centered blase aye 
introduced, and large classes of spaces are shown to have such bases. 
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. 
IFnltroducticrri and definitions 
II Al. If P is a property, a space S is P-ck~ed’ iff S has property Y and is 
a closed subspace of every space ineluding S and having pr&perty P. A . 
space! S is mininw&P iff its topology is minimal with respect o hawing 
proper@ P. P-closed and minimal-P spaces hwe been investigated for 
a large number of proplerties P. (See the extensive bibliography of [ 21). 
If P is one of the prope4tiies of being completely regular T2, T4 @iI p 
paraeompact T:, , CM met&able [ 151, then P-clnssz~, P-minim&y and . 
compactness coincide. If P is o:ne of the properties of bei 2 or’T3 
[ 61 f then S is compact implies S is minimal-P implies S is P-iclosedl.!, 
but neither implicationJs reversible. 
er deals with the dssely related properties of 
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S@MX, ‘a T3 space having abase of countabit: order or a metrizable space. 
It is shown here that if P is one of the fist two, properties, then 
( 1) S is P-closed iff S is minimal-P, 
(2) if S is.compect, then S is P-closed, 
(3) these. existnoncompact P-closed spaces. 
Characterizations of P-closure for al1 three properties and of’ com- 
pactness are obtained which sh,ow how closely related these notions 
are. 
The notions of centered base and complete centered base are intro- 
duced as rather natural strengthenings of base of countable order and 
A-base, respectively. ‘In t-;20] and [ 223 it is shown that Moore spaces 
and complete Moore spaces possess bases of countable order and X- 
bases, respectively, Here it is shown that metacompact Moore spaces 
and complete metacon oact Moore spaces possess centered bases and 
complete centered bases, respectively. These notions are used to obtain 
further characterizations of Moore-closed spaces and in [ 121 and [ 51 
are used to construct open extensions of certain open maps and com- 
pletions and semicompXetions of Moore spaces. 
11.2. For each point p and collection (2 of sets, 
st(p,g)=U{Gq:pEG). 
By a (monotonic) development for the space S is meant a sequence 
(g& ) of open covers of S such that 
(i) for each n, gn .3, $jn+1, 
; -_ -.,. ~. 
f 
(ii) for each point p and neighborhood U of p there is an yt such 
that St@, $& ) C U. A. seqyence ( Ca,> is
( 1) a complete development, 
(I’) a weakly complete developmen!t, 
(1”) a semicomplele development, 
(1”‘) a weakly semicomr;lete developmutt 
for the space S iff (S,> is a development for S such that if II-Z,, Mz, . . . 
is a non-increasing sequence of non-empty closed sets and GI, I, Gzt . . . 
is a sequence such that for each yt, G, E $& j then the followfng condi- 
tions are antisfied: 
(II) ifforeachn,IW, C G,, thenWk1, + Q), 
( 1”) if for each IZ~ iklly C G, , t 
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T3 space is ZI regular To s.pace. A Moore space is a T3 space S 
g a development and is c~nr@@e, resp. semicompile&, iff S has 
a complete, resp. semicomplete, development. It is shown in [ 14] that 
oore space S is complete, resp* s~micom&$e, iff S has a weakly 
complete, resp. weakly semicomplese, development but that a weakly 
complete, resp. weakly semicomplete, development. need not itse1.f be 
complete, resp. semicomplete. 
It is shown in [ 221 and [ 19 J that a T, space S has a base of count- 
able order (resp. a h-base) iff there exists a sequence (gn, of bases folr 
the topology of S such that (a) if 19 is a point and for each n, 
then {G, : PI E N) is a base at p, (b) for each n, $$ 3 $$n+r (and &) if 
for each yt, Gn E Qn and includes G, + 1, then the filter base (C, ; ra 6: Pf) 
converges in S). Motivated by [ I] and [ 22; , the sequence ( $&) will 3e 
called an A~onszajn sequence (resp. a cofnplete Armszajn sequewd 
for S and a ‘S, space ikaving a base of count (able order (resp. a A-ba:scj 
ds called an A ronsz@z space (resp. a &hvnpkte Aronszajn space) 1[ 211, 
The following irrlplical5ons hold: 
metric * Moore * Aronszajn [ 221, ahd 
complete metric * complete: Mooxe * semicomplete Moore -3 czz- 
plete Aronszajn [ 14,19,22,24]. 
None of these implications may be reversed. Furthermore, a Moore 
space is semicomplete iff it is a complete Aronszajn space. This follows 
from [ 241, [ 14, Theorem ‘21 (he.reafter cahed Rudin 5 Zemma):and [ 22, 
Theorem 21. If S is met&able, the foliowing are equivalent: 
(i) S is metrically topologically complete. 
(ii) S is a complete Moore space. 
(iii) S is a semicomplete Moore space [ 14*] . 
2. oore-, onszajn- and metric-closed spaces 
xamgle. There exists 2 Bloore-clo:;%d space tha 
et S denote any noncompar:t 
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a,& that every infinite s&s& of M has a limit point in S (e.g., the 
space of [9, p. 661; see also IQ, p. 3811). Suppose there is a Moore 
space s’ hating S as a nonclosed subspace. Let x denote a limit point 
>f S belonging to s’ - S. There exists a sequence ‘of.points of A4 which 
converges to x. But any s&h sequence has an accumulation point in 
S. This leads to a contradiction, Therefore S is Moore-closed. 
2.2. estion. Does every noncompact Moore-closed space have a con- 
ditionally compact subset whose closure is not compact? 
reposition. Suppose P is one of the properties of being (1) a Moore 
space, (2) a met&able space, (39 an Aronszajn space. If S is a P-space, 
then every one-point first-countable T, extension of S is a P-space. 
l!?r~of’~ Suppose (S’, 7’) is a first-countable T, extension of S and S’ 4 = 
(x j. There exists a #-basis (R, : n E N} at x such that for each IZ, 
R, Ix,,,. There exists a sequence $&, &, . . . which is 
(1) a development for S, 
(2) a development for ,Y satisfying the hypotheses of the Moore metri- 
zatian theorem ([ 91 or [ 13 ] ), 
13) an Aronszajn sequence for S, 
acl:ording as P is pro er:sy (l), (2) or (3). For ezch n, Pet 
qxa = CR,: On} U {GE $& GnR,,, =fiozClG(in~‘)~R,--{x}}. 
A simple argument shows that Sy , ,9$, ..* 
(2) is a deveIopmi:nt for S’, 
(b) satisfies the hypotheses of the Moore metrization theorem for s”, or 
(c) is an Aronsz:ijn sequence, 
depending on whkh property 
A. core . !” S is a Moore space, the following statements are equir- 
alent: 
( 1) S is l&x- re-ched. 
(2) S is T3v first-countable-closed. 
(3) S is minimal MXVZ 
(4) Every developmerit for S is weakly semicmzplete. 
(5) &err, development fop S L.Y se~nicomplete. 
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oaf. That (1) implies (2) is a consequence of rIBposition 2.3. .ait 
(2) implies (3) is a consequence of [ 17, TLeorem 2.6 1. 
9 92, ‘a* is a development for S that is not weakly sen& 
T denote the topology esf S. There exists a sequence 
G,G, 
-_- 
3 . . . 
Gk = $9. Eet x 
at for each n, G, E $& and contains G, +1 md 
denote a point of S, and for each n, 
It may be seen that 91f is a basis for a T, topology o on S strictly 
coarser than r and that (‘%ln) isa development for (S, CT). Thus (3) im- 
plies (4). 
Suppose S is not Moore-closed. There exists a Moore space S’ h:avimg 
S as a dense subspace and containing only one point, X, lnot in S. Llet 
(gn) denote a development for S’ and for each ~1, let 
$& = {G-- {x}: GE gn}. 
It is seen easily that c(ar,) is a development for S, and if for each n, -P 
XE G, E $jn andG, 2 Gn+a. (in S’), then {G, - (x j . n E N} may be 
used to show that (Bin) is not weakly semicomplete. Thus (4) impilies (1). 
Clearly, (5) implies (4), and by [ 17, Theorem 2.61, (2) implit% t.hat 
S is feebly compact, i.e., every countable open filterbase has an accumumb 
lati0n point. Thus (2) implies (5). Cl 
2.5. Proposition. Every Moore-closed space is ct t+mpi-:te. 
Proof. Suppose S is Moore-closed and WS is its Wallman clompactifica- 
tion. That S is a G6 in WS may be shown !~y a modification of the argu- 
ment for [4, Theorem 41. The feeble compactness of S r~~pkllGt% the 
completeness of S in that proof. Then, by [4, Theoream 2J, S is com- 
plete. 0 
l 
2.6. Proposition. Every Aronszajn-closed space is a complete Aronszajiq 
space. 
Proof. Let 61, $32, . . . denote an Aronszajn sequence for S. ~9 minor mo- 
dfication of the argument for Rudin’s lemma shows that thlere exists, 
y sazi-. .J+ W. @teen, rWome-i~ttised spacrtes, completeness and cty&h%l hzses 
.’ . 
. for teach q, Za stibc&lection Yn of $& eov&ing S such that if 6, = 
3n q and QR-e & and n ZJ err+, then 
’ (1) 01,” Qz, l ** is an Aronszajn sequence for S, 
(2) there exist VR E $$ mrl an inereasing sequence {z, ) of integers 
SW+ that %& a<“,,* u r-I. ,.. _-_a = 
+a 
That Q1 j 02, ..- is a complete Aronszajn sequence follows from an ar- 
gument sin&r to that : 3 show (3) implies (4) in 2.4. Cl 
2.7. fiqmition. A Moore space is Moore-closed iff 
(1) it%,a closed subspace of eve.vy (se.mi-)com@etz Moore space con- 
taining it, and 
(2) there is a (semi-)complete Moore space cantauzhg it. 
roof. The necessity of ( 1) and (2) follows from 2.4 and 2.5. It will be 
observed that in the proof of 2.3, if (9,) is a weakly complete or weakly 
semicompiete development, so is CW~>. The sufficiency of (1) and (2) 
then follows from the If;lct d: [ 9, ch. 1 Theorems 149 and 168 1, and [ 14, 
Theorem 611 that every closed subspace of a complete (resp. semicam- 
plete) Mloore space is complete (resp. semicomplete). 0 
rk. Essentially the same argument,, using [ 14, Theorem 7] 
yields an analogous result for metric spaces. Certain of the above re- 
sults have analogues concerning Aronszajn spaces. It will be observed 
with the aid of [ 241 that the ordinal space [ 0, ml) is Aronszajn-closed 
but neither Moore- nor I’~-closed. In the same manner as i:n 2.4, it may 
be shown that an Aronszajn space is Aronszajn-closed iff .dt is: Aronsza,jn- 
minimal and iff it is first-countable-T#osed. On the other hand, not 
every Aronszajn sequence need be complete, even in a compact space. 
2.9. The statement hat the space I% has property D [9; p. 69] means 
that ifM is a countably infinite point set with no limit point, there is 
a disjoint open cover b of M such that no lset ,: 6 contains two points 
of M anti if K is a point set covered by Q and containing only one point 
of each set in 9, then K has no limit point. By [ 9, dh. 1, Theorem 1601, 
every normal Moore space has property D. It is also shown in [9] and 
in [22] that a oore s,pace is compact (in ithe opencover sense) iff 
every infinite int set has a limit point. 
(2) S is Moore-closed and has property D. 
(3) Every development for S is weakly complete. 
(4) Every developmeat for S is comptete. * 
Proof. Clearly, (9) implies (2), (3) and (4). 
Suppose S is a noncompact Moore space having property D. There 
exists a sequence +, x2, . . . of distinct points having no accumulatk~n 
point. There exist open sets ~9 l, .D2, . . . having mutually excksive 
closures such that 
( 1) fcbr each IZ, Xn E D,, , and 
(2) if K is a point set contained in U Dn and for each 1y1 containing 
only one pGint of Dn , then K has no limit point. 
Let (8,) denote a development for Lc; and for each IZ, Rn,, Rn,, . . . 
a sequence such that Dn = Rno, R,, 2 AIZn i+l, and if i > 0, then 
Xn E Wni E 9j. Let Srlo = 9, 7 and for MC6 I2 let 
($Q is a development for S. %et 
and for each a~, 
un :x u R,, u {S). 
i>n / 
Let 
C 3cn ) is a development for S’, and S is dense in s’ * Hence (2) implies ( l 1. 
Suppose S is not compact. There exists a sequence Xl, x2 t . . . ox” poin 
with no accumulation point, and a development ( ) for S. For each IQ, 
let 
For each n there is a sequence .I$,, 1 ) 
p7,i+1 C Rni. By [ lQ, ch.1, They’re 
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perty that ifrr $2 m, then Al,, n R, 1 = f!h Let 
G, =. u Wh, 
Dn 
9; = i.& i) {Gi: 0: PI}. 
.For each n, I& is a closed point set lying in C;, , and containing Mn +I ; 
further, M, == $I Supgme p is a point. There exist PZ and k such that 
P$M, and 
St@, $&) G s- IM,. 
Since for i 3’ k, Gi is a union of sets in gi all intersecting Mn, it follows 
that p $ Ci anrd SO St@, Al’> = St@, gi)a Consequently, <& is a develop- 
ment fair S tJ:at is not weakly complete. Thus (3) implies (1). 
Clearly, (4~) implies (3), 0 
s,.ll. ~ormr. A Moore space S is compact if and only if it is semi- 
complete and every weakl’v semicomplete development for S is weakly 
complete. 
Proof. That a compact oore spa&Gas the kdicated properties is ob- 
vious. Under the hypot ses of the converse, suppose S does not have . 
property D. There exists a sequence x1, x2, l . . of points with no accum 
mulation point such that if 9 is a disjoint opera cover of M = {Xi: i E N}, 
each member of which csztains only one point of M, then there is a 
point set X covered by $$ and containing only one point of each set 
in 9 and having a limit point. Let ( $,) denoie a weakly semicomplt:te 
developmerlt foi S. There exist sequences p;(, 1, pi,,, O.. for each y2 such 
that 
(1)x, E JR,i E gi, 
(2) R,,+lm c R,i9 . 
(3)-R,, hRml =$ifM+m. 
For ea(ch y2, let 
% = U R& ;, 
i>n 
Sb’I, = Gn W (Gi: i> FZ}. 
in the argument for 2. 
was defined, it folPows that 
%emicomplete, 
From the 
is weakly 
n 
i& is closed, G, Z? & Z Mn + 1 nnd ewe 9; 9 9’2, ,... iS 
mf weazkly comple contrary to hypothesis.. Thus S has property IX 
Suppose S is no?; oc)re-closed. There exi:i:,lts a Ztioore space 
s’ =Su {x) 
having S as a dense proper subspaiix. As ind.icated in the proof of 2.7, 
S’ is semicompiete. ‘l-here exist a sernicorriplete dtselopment (Bys,) fior 
S’, a sequence HI, Hz, . . . and a ser~plence K,, Kz, ,*, such that for some 
pointy ofS, y E Ki+l C Ki ~$ti) x~\C x E Hi+lCHi ESK;. Let 
9$ = (v&X$ p does not containx) u {V;: i> PI). 
t9fJ is a weakly semicomplete de*lve?opment for S. There is a sequence 
+ “2, *+* of points of S coverging in S’ te x such Ohal xn E Hn. For 
each ~1, let 
For ealch YZ, M, is a point set close CD in S, I& r> M,+ 1, I& CL Un E ‘ayn ) 
and fI Mn = 0. It follows that W$rl is not weakly iompiete, contrary to 
hypotheses. Therefore, S is Moore-closed and has broperty D. Ry 2.9, 
S is c(3~xl~xt. El 
2.12. IIn 1th.e followklg result, f 1 ), (2) and (5) are shown to be equivalent 
in [ 111. ‘The simple argume’nt given here shows how closely related these 
rTstiits are to Moorx- and Aronszajn-space considerations. 
2.13. Iheorerk IfS is 511 meNz&e space, the followis~g statements are 
equivakn t : 
(1) S is compact. 
(2) S is h5r2etricdoseld 
(3) Evecv metric gerierating the topobgy of S is 60mplefe. 
(4) Every development for S is weakly semicomplete. 
(5) S is 4minimtal met& 
oof. ( 1 )I implier!s that S is Moore-closed, which i 
and clearQ ( i ) implies (3). (2) implies ( f ) by 2.3, 
enial of (2) yields an c Svious non@ 
y 8 minor alte 
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implies (2) by an argument like that used to show (14) implies (1) in 
Theorem 2.k Cl 
3. Ckmtemii bases 
3. li . A collection e of sets is pq$xtly decreasing 115 ] iff Q # fJ and c 
each ;-member of 0 has a proper subset beloagir.;: to 9. An open filter base: 9
is regular [ 161 iff each membe:l: of 9 includes the closure of some mem- 
ber of Y. A base zlJ3 for a space S is 
(1) a base of couultable order [ 221 iff fo each point p arid perfectly 
decreasing subcollection 3d (of 93 each member PC which cotltains; p, 
9L isabaseatp, 
(2) a A-base [ 201 iff every pl~:rf~e_ctJ~ decreasing monotone subcollec- 
tion of 3Q is a convergent filter base. 
The following ideas arise in a natural way from ( 1) and (2) and are 
motivated in part by considerai[:ions mentioned in the introduction. 
The statement hat a base CJf3 for the space S is centered means that if 
9is a perfectly decreasing fiIter base in 36, then Y is regular and either 
419 = 8 or Y is a base at some *point. A centered base c16 is a complete 
centered base if thc;l;e is no free;, perfectly decreasing filterbase in 9 . It 
is clear that a centered base, re;,;p., a complete centered base, is also a 
base of countable order, resp. il. X-base. A metacompact space is one 
for uPhi&. every open cover has a point-iinitt: open refinement covering the 
space. The hypotheses !of the nlext result are satisfied by T, spaces which 
are ‘iecally metrizable, resp, locally met&able in a complete sense. 
Feorem. If every point ofa T3 space X has a metacompact neigh- 
borhoc,d which is a Moore spacre, resp. a complete Moore space, then 
X has Q’ centered base, rasp. a com;plete centered base. 
It follows from the hypc:)thesis that every point has a closed meta- 
mpaci neighborhood which :;.s aMoore or compl Moore space, re- 
spsctivelv. Siuppose S is such a :aeighborhood and ( > is a develop- 
ment, req. a complete development, for S. For each ~2, there exists a 
efinement $L?? of 9$, minimal with respect o cover- 
) and for ea&n let 
. 
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Suppose for some m, & does not co9er S, a~l!~j rff is a 1 oint not 
vered by t!sis collection. Let U, ) k12, *. . , Un denote .W members of 
< m gi contrlining p. There is an integer k 2 m such that 
c 
There is a set V in cl6, containingp. r is a subset of every set in. 
U Km gi containing p, SO either V E (& or there is a set IV in U, K i<k 
izontaining p but not containing ‘iv, In either case, some: set in tS,, gi 
Icontains p. Since lli>m gi is a refinement of Wm , ilt follows thz;lt C Is a. 
basis for the topology of S. 
Suppose 9 is a perfectly decrelasing filter base in 6, and F, I .F,, .,,. 
is a deizreasing sequence of distinct members of 5 Since each “Bn 
covers S minimally, no two terms of the sequence .Fx, Fz, . . . belong to 
the same collection 93,, . It follows that there exist increasing sequences 
nl, n2, . . . and i,, i2 , . . . 
By construction of 
of positive integt,:rs such that for each j, .Z$,E gnj. 
(&, $j2, _.., F’, Gi I$.. It follows that (F,: i k N) 
is a regular filter base. If there is ‘&oke! se t G in 9 thkat contains no &, 
there is a decreasing’sequence,G, G,, G2, . . . of such sets, and the z~gu- 
ment above shows that the collection of terms of this sequence is re 
gular. Hence 9 is regular. 
Suppose there is a point p E nl% There exist P,, F2, . . . as above; 
p E Fij E t&. C 911 . fo;_ each j. It follows that {Fi: i E N} is a base for 
v the neighbojhood system of p. Since p E n %nd Y is regular, every set 
in ZF contains p, so R: Js a base for the neighborhood system of p. ‘Thus 
Q is a centered ibase for S. 
Suppose S is complete. In the notation of the last paragraph but onle, 
FTis a closed subset of some set in syr-1. Since in this case, <sU, ) is a. 
complete development, n Fy # (b, and so {,Fi: i E N) is a base for thee 
neighborhood system of some point p. If there is a set G lbeh 
F not containing p, the sequence G, G,, G2, . . . of the argument above 
forms a base for the ;leighborhood systlem of some point 4, necesmtiy 
distinct from p. This leads to a contradiction of the su~~o&ion that 
9 is a filter base. Therefore, 9’ is a neighborhood base at JJ, and 
complete centered base. It follows that 
WE : UC Int,S]s 
is a complete center622 ksse or a centere 
S is or is not complete. 
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s every point of X has an open neighborhood which, in the sub- 
space topology, has a centers base (resp. complete centered base). It 
folio acation of the first part of the argument for 
[22 z as such a base. 0 
3.3. ark, It will be observed that if in the argument for 3.2 the neigh- 
borhood S is normal, then the members of each gn can be taken to be 
regular open sets, where dp regular n set is the interior of a closed set. 
As a curullary, every T3 space whi is locally metrizabie or locally 
met&able in a complete sense has a centered base, resp. complete cen- 
tered base, of regular open sets. Since a closed subspace of a normal 
metacompact space is normal and metacompact, he arguments for 3.2 
and 3.4 can be used to show that if every point of a T3 space X has a 
neighborhood S which can be embedded in a normal metacompact 
oore space, then X has a centered base which is complete if S is com- 
ete. The author does not know whether normality is necessary here, 
but conjectures it is not. 
The argument for 3.2 also shows that every m&compact Moore 
space has a base clt9 with t&e proper51 that if U and V E CB3 and U is a 
er subset of I/, then 61 C K Such a base is called nested in [ 51. 
The author knows of no significantly simpler argument han that for 
3.2 Fvhich will show the Gxistence of a centered or nested base of even 
such a space as the real hne. 
3.4. A centered base Q will be called perfict if for each perfectly de- 
creasing filterbase 9’ in and each decreasing sequence F, , F’z , -.. of 
members of (I?, {Fi: i cz IN) Is a base for F. 
eorenir. If S is a Mcore space having a centered base, the follow- 
ing stateme@ ts are equivalen t : 
) Every centered base fc,r S is perfect. 
(a) S is first-countable-T, -closed. 
(3) Every centertvd base for S is complete. 
(4) S is a Tlosed subset of every T3 space containing Sand having Q 
ten tered bfkse. 
pose (1). SupQcjse further that th&e exists a centered base ’ 
there exist two free non-intersecting filters 9 and 
emote decreasing sequences in 9 and 
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’ is a centered base S but is not Iperfect, contrary Ito (1 IS 
suppose there exists a c:entereld base and a free filter 9’ in 
enote some poiM not in S, 
S’=Su {X), “B’ = q@ u (Fu {x): FE Y). 
’ is a base for a topology on S’ with respect o which S’ is first-coun- 
table and T3 and has S as a dense subspace. There exist sequences 
$9 Jr2 , . . . andyl,y2,v.a of points of s’ and sets R 1, R2, . . . such that for 
eacht n , 
(1) R, 2 R,+] (closure in S’), 
(2) {&: i E Nj is a base at X, 
(3) X, and yn are distinct points of R, -R, +l. 
For each n, there exist sequences GR1, C&z, . . . and ppnl, .H,z, . . . of sets 
open in S’ such that 
Then 
If 
then W’ :s a centered base for S in which there exist two free noninter- 
secting filters, contrary to what is shown above. Therefore (1) implies 
(2) 
That (3) and (2) are equivalent can be established by a modifkation 
of the above argument. (3) implies (1) and (2) implies (4) are trivial. 
That (4) implies (2) follows, fr.om the ea?ly established fact that if S’ 
is a one point first-countable T3 extension of a space S having a center- 
ed base, then S’ has a centered base. iJ 
. 
3.6. In [ 181, Stephenson constructs a space B in 64, which has a dense 
conditionalky compact subset with non-com:Dact losure. Stephenson 
uses B to construct two interesting spaces S 
shows with the cant 
and St-co le, 
3lQ J, ti, Greera, Mmre-clasd spwe~, cempletemess and centered bases 
T3-minimal. Both these spaces are &Ioore spaces, as may be seen in the 
following way. (The reader is here assumed to be familiar with [ 181 l ) 
Stephenson begins with the product space B X Z, where 2 is the dis- 
crete space of integers, Clearly, B X Z is a Moore space having a center- 
cd base since B has these properties. He defines an equivalence relation 
with the property that for each point X, R [x] is finite and 
there is an open set CrT 2 R [x] and intersecting no other non-singleton 
equivalence class. It is easily demonstrated that for any such equiv- 
alence relation, the quotient space B X Z/R is a IVloore space having a 
centered! base. He next embeds P X Z/R in a two point first-countable 
Ts-exteh-rsion T, which is a Moore space, by 2.39 and has a centered 
base, by the last sentence of the proof for 3.4. S is a subspace of T and 
so also is a Moore space. Therefore, under the continuum hypothesis, 
there exists a .Moore space having a centered base that is T3-closed but 
neither Ts-minimal yto~ compact and a Moore space having a centered 
base that is T3-minimal but not compact. , 
3.7. For each topologiical space (S, Y), an extension of (S, 7) can be con- 
structed by adjoining a set @ of open filter bases on S in the following 
fashion. For each subset U of S, let 
Cr, = UU 15% C: Ucontains aset in?}. 
Then {Ui : U E 7) is a base for a topology ri$ on SE having (S, a) as a 
dense subspace. (1 h 1 ] contains a systematic treatment of lthis technique, 
[ 71 is also a valuable source. A related idea is used in [O] for Moore 
spaces. [S] uses this technique to construct completions of Moore 
spaces). Where no confusion is likely, the subscript G will be omitted. 
It should be observed that if % is a base for 7, (U* : U E 93 ) need not 
be a base for r*. It follows from results in [ 111 that every Moore space 
extens;ion cf a given Moore space S is of the form SE for the appro- 
priate coll&tion @. 
position. If S is a dense subspace of a T3 rpace T, and T has a 
centered base of regular open sets, then there is a perfect 
centtwd bctse 93 for S such tkat if H is the collectkm of all fret ,;filters 
in c 3 then T=S;. 
ete centered bas ’ for T each member of 
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Suppose 9 E and F,, I;1:1, . . . is a dexmxk.ng sequence of
bers of 5K For each yt, let 
oreachn, FA n S=F, andFiJi,... is pe,+fec tl y Recreaskg with 
E c1B'. Thus there is a point x of T such that {FA, : n CE 
base at x in S’. Suppose there is a set G t in stc’ omtt,aining 
There is a decreasing sequence G1, G2, . . . of !EUC~I s;ets, As above, 
CG k : n E N) is a base at y for some point y of K The pointy is no 
for otherwise G; 2 FL for some n, and heme G, ;Z Ffl. Since S is ! law- 
dorff, this leads to a contradiction of the supposition that 5F is a fWr 
base. So (F, : ;)?! f N) is a base for F and it follows that qI is a pe 
centered base for S. It is also follows that if 9 is a free perfectky 
ing filter in % , then 
for some point x of T-S. Since it is clear that for each x E F---S, 
TQ( w’ n Nbd+)) E H, 
it follows that. 
IYhat T = S& now follows from [ 11) Theorem 31. Cl 
3.9. Proposition. 178 is u metric space, then 
(1) S has 9 bperfkcb entrared &se,, and 
(2) ifs’ is 4’ metric space having S as 42 
ist a centered base % for S and a collection H 
that S’ = s;. 
Roof. (1) follows from 3.8 and the fact 
dense subspace of some complete 
Suppose thp’, hypothesis of (2). 
having s” as dense subspace. ?I%e 
31.2 J. W Green, Mmre~Zosed spmes, complex mess and cenlered &ases 
- 
MO. If cl6 is a countable centered base for a metric space S such that 
egery perfectly’decreasing filter in 9 has a countable base, it does llot 
follow that if is the colllection of all freh: maximal filters in 9, then 
SG isT3. 
For suppose S is the set of all points above the Jcvaaxis in the Euclidean 
plane Ez with f:he subspace topology. It folilows with the a; 4 of 3.2 and 
its proof that thcere isa countable completa centered base L%, <or S such 
that if U E c13,, then the closure of U h R, does not intekect the 9c- 
axis. For each yt, let 
L’n = (-l/n, 1 + l/n)X (0, l/n), Vn = (~-l/12,1 + l/n)X (0, l/n), 
and let 
%= 9, u {Upz~N)u (V,:~EN}. 
CIO is a centered base wit> the prescribed properties and S’ is not Maus- 
dorff. 
3.111. There exists a separable metric space S having a centered base % 
such that 
(1) every perfectly decreasing filter in g has a countable base, and 
(2) if H is the collection 
T, but is not metrizable. 
9 all free maximal filters in 9, then SG is 
For let S and 30 1 be as in Example 3.10, and let gZ denote the csl- 
lection of all disks in Z of radius l/n for some integer yt and tangent o 
the x-axis. If CIQ = 93, U g,, then cx3 has the indicated properties but 
Si is the pan-inetrizable tangent disk space. 
Note, however, that if 93 is countable and S; is T3, then SA is 
metrizable since 9* is a countable basis. 
3.12. In !23], Younglove shows that every comvlete Moore space has 
a dense metrizable subspace. This result, 3.2 ani 3.8 lead to the follow- 
ing conjecture. If S is a metacompact~complete Moore space, there exist 
a metric space 7’ and a (perfect) centered base 9 for T such that if H 
is the collection of all free filters in 9, then S is honieornc!rphic to ,!‘i c 
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